One of the specifio aspects of partial algebras is the fact that each of them induoee a non-trivial -unless the algebra be total -set of algebras obtained by extending the operations of the original partial algebra on its carrier. This set admits a natural semi-lattice structure. We give here a complete characterization of such semilattices.
In Q?] J.Schmidt mentions the ordered set of all partial--algebraic structures of the given type on a set A. Such a structure is also briefly mentioned in [jJ, where Burmeister states that it has the structure of a conditionally complete lower semilattice (where conditional completeness refers to upper bounds). Using the terminology introduced above, the set considered by Schmidt and Burmeister is seen to be the semilattice of all inner extensions of a discrete algebra of a given type. This construction can be easily generalised for an arbitrary partial algebra jA: let Ext(A) be the set of all inner extensions of a partial algebra A. and for any B,C6Ext(A) let B c C iff C. is an inner extension of B e (iff for all feP). Proposition.
<Ext(A), c ) is a complete lower e semilattioe.
Proof. It is easily seen that the g.l.b. /^B^ of a family : iel} of inner extensions of A is defined by f^i =H{f S i j iel], for oach fe P.
Let n be the binary g.l.b. operation in Bxt(A) corresponding toe.
Thus eaoh partial algebra A. induces a semilattioe e <Ext(A),n )> of its inner extensions. The following theorem characterizes those associated semilattices. 
Proof.
Necessity of (i)-(iii). The three conditions (i)-(iii) are preserved under semilattioe isomorphisms, thus it is enough to snovf that for any partial algebra A,<Ext(A),n ) satisfies (i)-(iii). Let A = <A,(f^-: fePj> be a partial algebra and let Ext (A) = = <Ext(A), n>. The maximal elements in Ext(A) are exactly the inner completions of A. Clearly every inner extension of A is contained in some inner completion of A^ which proves (i).
A principal ideal in Ext(A) is maximal iff it is generated by an inner completion of A. If (A'] is the maximal principal ideal generated by the inner completion A_' , then each Be ( A'J is uniquely determined by the domains of operations in 5, since all the operations in B must be compatible with those in A' . Thus for any B,C e (A'3 , B <r C iff for each f e F, Sufficiency of (i)-(iii). let JP = <P, A> be a semilattioe satisfying (i)-(iii) and let m be the cardinal of condition (ii). Let | A^ : iem} be the partition of the set of atoms of P assumed in (iii). For any peP, define Cp as the set of all atoms contained in p. We prove first some simple consequsnoes of (i)-(iii). Lemma 1.
For every element p of P, p = sup(Cp). Proof.
Observe that by (i) and (ii) each peP belongs to some maximal principal ideal isomor phic to <2®, <=>, which proves the lemma. Lemma 2.
For any p,qe P, sup(C ) = sup(C ) iff r i C = C .
P Q
Proof.
Obviously Cp = C^ implies sup(Cp) = sup(Cq). Assume now p = sup(Cp) = sup(Cg) = q. Let Ip be any maximal principal ideal with pel (see (i)J and let h be an isomorphism of <Ip, A> onto \2-, c > (which exists by (ii)). Sinoe both Cpc I and Cq<=ipf we have *in 2-that h(p) » = sup(h(Cp)) = sup(h(Cq)), whioh clearly implies Cp = Cq. Lemma 3. For eaoh pe P, c p n 1188 at mo8 ' t on0 element for any iem.
Proof. sup(Cp) exists by Lemma 1, so apply condition (iii).
How, let F be any set with card(F) = m. and take n:F -^ K such that n(f) = 1 for all fe F. From now on we shall represent the partition of the set of atoms of P as {A^ : f e F}. Moreover, let A be a set such that card(A) = card(Af) for all fe F (see condition (iii)) aad let pf : A -i»-Af be a bisection for every fe F. We oonsider an algebra A. of type <F,n>such thatt A =<A,(f A : feF)> and for any feF, dom(f A ) = A -{u} for some fixed u e A. Observe that p is well-defined, since for any f,geF^with f 4 g, p f (f®(u}) and p g (g-(u)J belong to disjoint sets A f and A g ,correspondingly, and thus by (iii) the sup exists in P. We shall prove that B = B p » H(p). Since both B and B p are inner extensions of A, it is enough to prove that B B uedomff 6 ) and f2-( u) = v iff usdo«(f~p) and f^lu) = v Proof. If n = f 0, then any total algebra A. will do, since ib that case Ext(A) is a singleton, too. Assume now n 4 0 and let u be any fixed element of n. Define an algebra A =<n, (f-: fia)) so that for all fea, dom(f-) = n -{u} and f^(a) = a for any aedom(f-J. For B eExt(A), let F fi = = {fem : uedom(f®-)}, Now to any inner extension B of A assign a function t,, : F-n n such that t-p if) = f^l u) for By Lemmas 5 and 6 we oan reduce this theorem to tne following form;
